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included. The information is mainly put in the form 
of tables and curves, and the latter have been repro
duced in such dimensions that accurate interpolation 
of values on them is possible by the use of a rule 
"radu ated in decimal parts of a cen timetre. The prob

degree of accuracy of is indicated, ?r im
plied, by the number of s1gmficant figures m the 
values given. 

I t is somewhat surprising to note that pure copper 
which has been cast and rolled and a fterwards an
nealed at 500° C. to normalise it does not have its 
ultimate tensile strength stated mor<'! closely than 
35,000±5000 .lb. per sq. in., it is 
that after th1s treatment there IS less vanatwn be
tween different samples than in any other condition. 
Such copper has no detectable elastic or 
limit; i.e. annealed copper takes a permanent set w1th 
the slightest loads. On the other hand, when it is 
cold worked, rolled, or drawn, it does acquire a limit 
of proportionality, depending on the degree of work. 
Experiments at the Bureau have shown that modern 
hard-drawn copper wire is equally affected by drawing 
throughout the section, and that no hard or 
skin exists. This has been corroborated by Pe1rce. 
The publication is a most useful one. H. C. H. C. 

INTERFEROMETER DETERl,1JNATION OF 
REFRACTIVE INDICES. 

PROF. CARL EARL'S has recently developed and 
extended certain of the methods descdbed by him 

in 1916 in connection with the spectroscopic resolu
tion of interferences obtained with interferometers of 
all classes from the simplest to the most complicated 
type. 1 Cases of special interest arise in which the 
interfering spectra are reversed or inverted relatively 
to each 0ther. 

Obviousiy, such methods mav have a number of 
valuable physical applications, · and among several 
examples to which Prof. Barus h as given attention is 
the possibility of the determination of refractivity 
irrespective of form by immersion methods. In the 
method developed for this m easurement (chap. iv., 
part i'i.) the interferences produced by white light in 
a slightly modified type of Michelson intederometer 
are viewed with a telescope and prism-grating. Ellip
tical interferences are seen in the spectmm, which 
may be moved relatively to spectral lines by a micro
metric change of path in one of the beams. A trough 
containing a liquid of adjustable refractive index, in 
which the solid under test may be immersed, is placed 
in this beam, and attempts are made to recognise 
equality in refractive index of solid and liquid by the 
fixity of fringes on immersion. Naturally, the fringes 
in the spectrum are distorted owing to unavoidable 
differences of dispersion, but it is disappointing that 
the method should have failed to give a sensitive 
indication of equality. It has, however, long been 
recognised that interference methods in most cases are 
inconvenient for direct refractometry; in reality, the 
recognition of the point of equality is the crux of the 
matter, for other more simple and direct methods are 
available for the measurement itself. In this con
nection an expedient used by the present writer in 
attacking the problem (Trans. Optical Soc., December, 
1916)-that of varying refractive index in the liquid 
by differential evaporation while homogeneity is 
secured by mechanical stirring-might possibly lead 
to success. The fringes could then be observed con
tinuously and the necessity for sepa rate steps avoided. 

The detection of 'Variations of refractive index in un-
I " The lnterferomdry of Reversed and Non·reversed Spectra." By Carl 

Barus. ParH i. and ii. (Publications of the Carnegie Institution of 
Washington, 1916 and ·1917.) 
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worked glass is one of the most important problems 
for modern optics. These variations, which are due 
to irregularity of composition, frequently affect the 
fifth decimal place, but cannot at present be detected 
until optically worked surfaces have been given to a 
specimen. It seems possible that the difficulty may be 
overcome by an interferometer-immersion method. It 
is too often assumed, hmvever, that interferometer 
methods are of great delicacy in comparison with 
"definition" tests or the Topler knife-edge test. 
Remembering Lord Rayleigh's rule, that disturbances 
should meet in an image \Vith not more than a quarter 
wave-length difference of phase, it may be realised 
that the formation of a well-defined image is a 
fairly severe test of the homogeneity of the media 
of the system, having granted sufficient freedom from 
aberrations due to the form of the surtaces. If, in 
addition, the direct image is screened so that only the 
effects of irregularity are perceived, the test may 
apparently be made as sensitive as is desired by 
increasing the intensity of the source of light. 

In conclusion, it may be remarked that the method 
of spectral interferences, although appearing to be 
exceedingly useful, has not yet been studied so ex
haustively in this or other connections as to enable 
a final judgment to be passed upon it. L. C. M. 

FERN NOTES FROAI PRINCE BONA-
PARTE'S HERBARI UM. 

U NDER the title "Notes Pteridologiques" 1 Prince 
Roland Bonaparte is issuing at irregular inter

vals fascicles of a publication dealing primarily with 
the fern collections in his private herbarium in Paris. 
The h erba rium already contains about 3oo,ooo speci
mens coming from all parts of the world. These have 
been .derived partly by purchase or exchange from 
public or private herbaria or from individuals, and 
partly from Prince Bonaparte's own correspondents or 
from collectors and travellers with whom he is in 
touch . Thus many of the collections are represented 
in other herbaria, and the publication of the names 
of specimens which have hithe rto been undetermined 
will be of service to other workers in the field of 
pteridology, while a systematic account of new col
lections will add to our knowledge of the ferns and 
of their geographical distribution. Prince Bonaparte 
is also pleased to receive on loan collections for deter
mination, and will publish lists of the species. 

The general arrangement is geographical, and each 
collection is treated separately under the heading of 
the continent from which it has been derived. The 
systematic arrangement and nomenclature adopted are 
those of Christensen's Index. A list of desiderata is 
printed at the beginning of each fascicle. 

In an introductorv note the older practice of relying 
solelv on external characters for the determination of 
gene-ra and species is adversely criticised. In the 
future more use must be made of anatomical charac
ters; thus the scales and hairs, which are becoming 
increasingly important for systematic distinctions, 
may appear alike when viewed superficially, but on 
microscopic examination will reveal well-marked 
characters useful for soecific delimitation. These 
characters, with those of nervation, will be found 
more trustv.rorthv than those derived from the 
indusium, a transitory structure. 

These little brochures should orove of considerable 
value to botanists who are interes ted in the svstematic 
study of the ferns. We note that the Prince. does not 
follow the rule of giving a brief Latin diagnosis of the 
new species, though there is often a good description 

l Par1s: lmpr·me pour !'auteur. 
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in French. There is, ho\vever, to be said in 
favour of lists of new species with no 
description or reference to such, as is done, for 
example in the case of a number of Spruce's speci
mens tropical South America. The fascicles 
separately and an index to each would facili
tate reference. 

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND NATIONAL 
PROSPERITY.! 

M Al\ Y no doubt do not comprehend what func
the resea'rch chemist can exercise in South 

Africa, and what scope the country can offer for his 
labours. Following the L'nited State> principle of the 
best men in the best posts, where, they ask, can we 
place him so that the country may, through his instru
mentalitv, reap the greatest advantage? To answer 
such questions one needs, first of all, to consider how 
scientific research--and therefore, i"nferentially, chemi
cal research,.-may be distributed. As a matter of c-on
venience a threefold grouping is adopted-university 
research, industrial research, and nati-onal research. 
Adopting the definitions given by C. E. Skinnet· 
a fe\v months ago at a meeting of the American In
stitute of Electrical Engineers, we may say that 
university research includes the pure scientific research, 
which naturalk finds its home in the university, and 
all other resea;ch don(' there fot· the purpose ·of train
ing men. Industrial research comprises all that done 
by or for indus.trial concerns with th.e purpose ?f ad
vancing industry. National research IS that earned on 
by the Government for the purpose of benefiting the 
people as a whole. Nuw it is plain that bet\\Ceen 
these three types of research there can be no sharp 
lines of demarcation, but university research is often 
the stepping-sto'le to industrial wh!le 
national res·earch is repeatedly mdustnal in 1ts 
objects. . 

Mr. Skinner rightly holds that the primary function 
of the university in research should be the of 
research men, and that should be eqmpped 
to turn out research men JUSt as they are now 
equipped to turn out men with academic and Ct;J
gineering degrees. Prof. G. G: .Henderson has !;'ltd 
dov.:n the principk that the trammg of the chem!st, 
so far as that training can be g-iven in a 
institution, must be regard ed as incomplete unless It 
includes some research work? 

The demand for research in almost every field is 
growing with a rapidity wholly unprecedented, and 
to the universities alone can we look for men able 
and ready to take their places in the effort 
that is bound to be put forth on every Side. vVe have 
just inaugurated a triple univ·ersitv system.: Prof. 
Crawford, in his presidenti a l address to this asso
ciation at Maritzburg, askf'd , and sought to answet·, 
what South Africa expects from its universiti:-s, and 
refe rred, in particular, to the need of encouragmg the 
studv of science and of furthering research. In de
veloping this theme he asked us to remember that 
the highest form of research is not made to order, and 
that there is more in genius than industrv and oppor
tunitv. It would benefit us to bear this in mind and, 
in juxtaposition with Prof. Crawford's words, to place 
a sentence from Mr. Skinner's :- . 

" If it takes a <>"enius to recol'(mse a {remus vet 
undeveloned, and p;'operlv to stimulate and direct that 
genius, how necessary it is that we place men of 

1 From the pre!'idential addrecos deliver!:d by Dr. <":· F . Juritz befnre the 
South African Associat:on for the Advancement of Sc1ence at Johannesburg 
on JulyS. . . . . • 

2 Report Rnhsh Assoctatu:m, yre, 1916• p. 374· 
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genius at the head of the research departments of our 
universities! " 

It comes to thi;;, then, that we should see to it that 
our universities are well equipped with scientific 
research \VOrkers, and it is pre-eminently desirable that 
a system of research professorships should be insti
tuted the chairs to be occupied by men of enthusiasm, 
men will inspire a like zeal and devotion amongst 
those of the younger generation whom they gather 
around them, men of personality a nd character, who 
,viii kindle in the breasts of the research students 
feelings of admiration and respect for them and their 
work. 

" J n training research men," says Mr. Skinner 
a.rilin "the universitv will naturally become the cus

and the of pure scientific research." 
Here is the fountain-head whence we shall ultimately 
draw our men for industrial research and for national 
research; how important is it, then; the source 
of all our supplies should be of crystal pur:tty ! What
ever more utilitarian form of research one may after
\vards take up, re>earch in pure science is invaluable 
in the earlier part of the research student's career, 
for it will give him a zest and a stimulus that will 
remain \Vith him throughout, enrich his scientific 
ima<>"ination, and adorn all his la ter work. 

:\t the same time, university research may to 
the most utilitar ian results; some of the most Impor
tant dyes, artificial alizarin, the phthaleins, indigo, and 
st:ch drugs as phenacetin, antipyrin, and aspir.in, were 
nll discovered in university chemical Jaboratones. 

No\v whv have we so few persons doing research 
work in Africa? Is it in part because no re
search geniuses are born, or is it that we fail to 
recog-ni se them, and neglect to provide them with the 
essential facilities ?-youths, maybe, on whose humble 
birth fair Science frowned not, flowers born to blush 
unseen a nd waste their sweetness on the desert air, 
mute, inglorious Miltons whose genius remained latent 
because we took no trouble to draw it out? 

Dr. P . G. Nutting about a year ago said that 
writers have spoken of the as ra:e I?di
vidual to be sifted out from educatiOnal mstttutwns 
\vith great care for a particular line of work. My 
personal opinion is that a large of the men 
students arc fitted for research work If properly started 
along the right line. . .. 

What we in South Africa lack- next to the facilities 
for research-is not so much the research students as 
the men to start them on right lines . I thir;k 
Principal Beattie, at the inauguration of the Umvers1ty 
of Cape Town three months ago, sounded t?e c<;>rrect 
note in observing that the youth of South Afnca d1d not 
lack enthusiasm or ability for research, but they lacked 
opportunity, and, he added, much .depe11ded on 
men they had as professors . That IS the secret of tt 
alL In this dread war South Africans have mor.e th;'ln 
once exhibited a physical courage -and a pertmacrtv 
equal to anything that Australia or New Zealand 
could show· whv should not South Africa, then, pro
duce a Bra'g-g or a Rutherford as well as Australia 
and New Zealand, that intellectua!. cou!age 
and pertinacitv are two indispensable quahlies 111 a 
successful research worker? The position is analogous 
to that which \Var has developed in Europe and 
America : there the opportunity has made the man . 
. \n American chemist said that "the German 
General Staff has learned, if others have not, 
that German chemical achievement, which is 
indeed, is no sign that equal ability does extst 
elsewhere. The Allies and America improvised .a 
munitions industrv in two vears to match thetr 
m <tchine of fortv ,·ears' preparation"; and then he 
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